


To preserve the inside and outside environment, ali spraying areas 
musi have a corree! suction and a optimal aver-spray liltration. The 
selection ol the righi liltration system is particularly important in case 
of automatic spraying machines, which normally feature multiple 
guns generating various kilos ol overspray per hour. lncorrect 
engineering of the liltration system can cause frequent machine stops 
with relateci loss of production and ol working hours. Filtration can be 
achieved in two dillerent ways: WET OR DRY. 
WET FILTRATION: achieved by forcing the air containing overspray 
through a water curtain. The filtration efficiency is given by the 
contaci time between air and water. Advantages ol the system: 
constant filtration leve! during the working hours. Disadvantages of 
the system: high equipment cosi; water filtration problems, cosi lor 
water and lacquer / mud disposal; high'cost of the chemical additives, 
especially in case of use of lacquers of different types; possible water 
contamination in the suction pipes ol the machine. 
DRY FILTRATION: achieved by inserting in the suction area one or 
more filter layers of dilferent materials like cardboard or synthetic 
tissue. The system has to be engineered so thai the air through-feed 
speed at the filters is constant. Il is therefore important to avoid a 
high over-spray concentration, which might cause the ventilator noi to 
work efficiently with consequent relevant reduction of the air suction 
speed. Advantages of the system: disposal ol solid materials only. 
Disadvantages: varialion ol the filter efficiency according lo the over
spray capturing efficiency of the filter. High manpower costs for the 
maintenance and the filter change. 

O The self-changing rotating filter offers 
the following advantages: 
- improves spraying machine efficiency
- reduces maintenance
- keeps the spray booth cleaner

OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS: each of the two systems has advantages 
and disadvantages. Generally the trend has been towards the 
selection ol the dry filtration, even if this implies higher costs for 
working hours and more line stops for filter change. This trend is 
mainly due to the higher costs ol the lacquer / mud disposal and lo 
the difliculty in achieving the coagulation al the same time ol water
borne and solvent-borne lacquers. An important point is thai, in t11e 
case of dry filtration, the filters musi be changed regularly. When 
lilters have an excessive amount of lacquer over-spray captured in 
their structure, the suction efficiency drops, thus generating an over
pressure in the cabin, with consequent problems in the quality of the 
lacquered work-pieces. Because of the over-pressure in the cabin, 
the working environment can also be contaminated with over-spray. 
SOLUTION: to overcome these problems, Superfici offer as an 
option on ali their spraying machines a special dry liltration system, 
which automatically changes the filters when needed. The system 
called "Filter on demand" (patent pending) achieves the automatic 
filter change without stopping production and with no need for tl1e 
operators to enter the spraying cabin and lo handle dirty filters. The 
dirty filter automatically changes on operator request or automatically 
alter a certain amount of production has been processed. The dirty 
lilter is automatically deposited into a collection tank, located outside 
the spraying cabin, thus avoiding any dust contamination, which 
might be caused by the operator entering the cabin lo remove the 
dirty lilters. In this way the spraying machine can guarantee the 
same suction quality lor a very long time; avoiding production losses, 
keeping constant the quality of the sprayed pieces and preventing the 
operators from executing un-healthy jobs .. 
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